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ROSS CHAPTER 48:  Genesis 2:4-9 

4.  These [are the] accountings1 of the heavens and the earth when they were created – when [lit. 

in a day]2 ADONAI Elohim made [the] earth and heavens. 

a. M)fr;b@\fhib@;:  NIPH INF CONS  )rb@ + b@; preposition (temporal) 

b. tw]#o(j:  QAL INF CONS h#o( 

5. Now, no shrub of the field was yet in the earth and no grain [or herb] of the field had yet 

sprouted;3 for ADONAI Elohim had not caused it to rain upon the earth and there was no 

groundling [earthling?  man?] to work the ground.4 

a. hyeh;yI|:  QAL IMPF 3ms hyh 

b. xmfc;yi:  QAL IMPF 3ms  xmc 

c. ry+im;hi:  HIPH PF 3ms r+m 

d. d$b(jl\a:  QAL INF CONS db(+ l; prefix 

6. Then, springs5 ascended from the earth and watered all the surface of the ground. 

a. hle(jy|A:  QAL IMPF 3ms hl( 

b. hqf#$xiw::  HIPH WCP 3ms q#$x 

7. ADONAI Elohim formed the man of dust from out of the ground and breathed into his nostrils 

the breath of life, and the groundling became a living being. 

a. rc'yy@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms rcy 

b. xp,ay@iwA:  QAL WCI 3ms xpn 

c. yhiy;w|A:  QAL WCI 3ms hyh 

8. ADONAI Elohim planted a garden6 in Eden off east, and there he put the man which he had 

formed.  

a. (+@ay@iwA:  QAL WCI 3ms (+n 

b. M#oey@fwA:  QAL WCI 3ms My#o 
c. rc\fyF:  QAL PF 3ms rcy 

9. ADONAI Elohim caused every kind of tree to grow from the ground, every tree desirable for 

viewing and good for food; and the Tree of Life and the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 

[were] in the middle of the garden. 

a. xmac;y@AwA:  HIPH WCI 3ms xmc 

b. dmfx;nE:  NIPH PTC ms dmx 

                                                           
1
 The word tw]dl;w]t usually means “generations,” but that term does not fit the context here; something like “accountings” 

seems to better convey the meaning as it is used here.  
2
 See note in Ross, p. 373. 

3
 The practical meaning of “every shrub of the field was not yet in the earth…” is more smoothly conveyed in English as it is 

rendered above.   
4
 Note the use of paronomasia here between Mdf)f and hmftf)j. 

5
 This word occurs only twice in the Hebrew Bible: here and in Job 36:27.  An Akkadian cognate edu refers to subterranean 

springs or waterways, which go up and water the ground as described here. 
6
 Some argue for a translation of “orchard” here, but see John H. Walton, The Lost World of Genesis One for the “garden 

temple” view. 


